High Commission of India
Colombo
CORRIGENDUM
Reference Tender No. Col/Com/228/4/2010-Equip/RT dated 8 May 2016 for
Supply of Medical Equipment to Dickoya Hospital, Hatton, Sri Lanka.
Bidders may note the following changes in the Tender documents:
1. Terms & Conditions
Clause 2: Last date for issuance of tender document is extended till 07 June
2016.
Clause 3 & 8: The technical bids will be opened in presence of authorized
representatives of bidders at 1530 hrs on 08 June 2016 in the High
Commission of India, Colombo, Sri Lanka
Clause 6: Bid may be submitted on or before 1500 hrs on 08 June 2016
2. Annexure A – Technical Specification Form:
I.

Package One: Item No 3 (Phototherapy Unit) Specification can be
read as follows:

No
Specification
1 Phototherapy unit used for jaundice treatment should have a long lasting, durable LEDs
and work with 240 VAC. 50Hz power supply.
it should be portable and tilt, rotation and height adjustable. Also it should be a double
Surface Phototherapy Unit with a combination of over head Phototherapy Unit and
undersurface Phototherapy with Baby Bassinet in between.
2
3 unit should have at least 15 hi power LEDs (Blue) and white LED for observation.
4
5
6
7

Wavelength 420-480nm.
Irradiance > 42 mw/cm2 /nm at 30cm.
Life time of Light source should be at least 30,000hrs with Less than 10% change in
illumination after 30000hrs (irradiance).
Effective area 50cm x 30cm.

Variation in intensity for 6 hours<10%.
8
9 Baby Bassinet included with the unit should have following features:
Baby Tray with transparent base for Undersurface Phototherapy usage.

Clear collapsible fold down side panels.
X-Ray cassette guide facility.
LCD Digital Timer for lamp usage hours and patient exposure

10
11
12
13

General requirements
List of essential spares, including light sources and LED expected to be used during
operating cycle should be provided and quoted separately. Prices so quoted to be
frozen for 3 years
The product must be CDDA registered and Manufacturer ISO certified for quality
standards.
Bidders must support compliance to the given specifications with manufacturer's
necessary documents including original product brochures.
A sample unit must be demonstrated for evaluation within 3 weeks after bid closing if
TEC required.

Each unit must carry at least three year comprehensive warranty effective from the date
14 of commissioning. The supplier must ensure a 95% uptime during this period.
15 Bidders must enclose a list of current local users of the model on offer.
16 User/Technical/Maintenance manuals to be supplied.

II.

No
1
2

Package Eleven : Item No 2 (Resuscitation unit) Specification can be
read as follows
Specification

Unit should be portable, compact and be designed for use in resuscitating patient in
emergency unit
it should at least consist of Oxygen concentrator , Ambu Bag , Laryngoscope,
Endotracheal Tube

3
Oxygen therapy concentrator should be supplied with Standard nasal cannula, nasal
mask, face mask, Nonrebreathing face mask with reservoir and one-way valve,
Reservoir cannulas for use with 50 adult patients and 50 pediatric patients.
4

Oxygen concentrator should have following minimum specifications
Flow Settings should be in the range of 0 .5 - 5.0 L/min
Outlet Pressure should be around 8 psi ±10%
Oxygen Concentration:≥87%
Sound level <55 dBA
it should have at least controls and displays for flow, O2 concentration
it should work on 240VAC,50 Hz main power supply and preferably with car 12v
battery power with adapter.

5

General requirements
List of essential spares, accessories, expected to be used during operating cycle
should be provided

6
7
8

The product must be CDDA registered and Manufacturer ISO certified for quality
standards.
Bidders must support compliance to the given specifications with manufacturer's
necessary documents including original product brochures.

9
10

Unit must carry at least two year comprehensive warranty effective from the date of
commissioning. The supplier must ensure a 95% uptime during this period.
Bidders must enclose a list of current local users of the model on offer.
User/Technical/Maintenance manuals to be supplied.

11

A sample unit must be demonstrated for evaluation within 3 weeks after bid closing if
TEC required.

III.

Package Fourteen : Item No 2 (Aponea monitor) Specification can be
read as follows:

No
Specifications
1 apnea monitor should be designed to monitor and record the patients breathing
(respiration) and heart (cardiac) activity. The monitor alerts care giver if either of these
activities exceeds the limits
2

it should have an initive display for alarm and setting for neonatal & pediatric use

3 it should have alarms at least for following limits
1.Apnea
2. Low breath rate
3. high breath rate
4. system failure
5. low heart
6. high heart rate
7.power failure
it should work on either 240VAC,50 Hz main power supply or battery power with
4 suitable medical grade adapter.
5 The Respiration Sensor should be durable and reusable.
6 Bidder should specify other advanced features included in the unit
General Requirements
7
8

bidder should provide two additional reusable respiration sensors with the unit
List of essential spares, including sensors expected to be used during operating cycle
should be provided and quoted separately. Prices so quoted to be frozen

The product must be CDDA registered and Manufacturer ISO certified for quality
9 standards.

10

Bidders must support compliance to the given specifications with manufacturer's
necessary documents including original product brochures.

Unit must carry at least two year comprehensive warranty effective from the date of
11 commissioning. The supplier must ensure a 95% uptime during this period.
12 Bidders must enclose a list of current local users of the model on offer.
13 User/Technical/Maintenance manuals to be supplied.
A sample unit must be demonstrated for evaluation within 3 weeks after bid closing if
14 TEC required.

3. The last date of submission of bids has been extended till 3.00pm on 08
June 2016
Other terms and conditions remain same as that of the original tender
document.

